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mars generation netflix original this is one of the best romantic movies of india. the movie also has a
great music score by laxmikant pyarelal. the movie was a huge hit in india and in other countries in

the sixties. shashi kapoor, nanda and rajendra kumar were a very popular on screen couple. the
movie was directed by bimal roy. raja is a poor man who lives in india. he meets with a very rich girl,
and both fall in love with each other. the girls name is aarti, who lives with her step-mother, who is

very cruel, father and and step-cousin, who oppose her having any contact with raja. but aarti is
stubborn, and gets married to raja. after their marriage, her step-mother, father and step-cousin

pretend to accept them, but actually are planning to bring an end to their relationship. shashi kapoor
and nanda, who were childhood sweethearts, made their romantic debut in 1942 with jab jab phool

khile. subsequently, the pair achieved iconic status. the hindi film industry was introduced to the duo
when they paired in raja hindustani. when the movie was made in 1965, nanda and kapoor were

already an established screen couple. their chemistry was natural. the film, with music by laxmikant
pyarelal, was a huge hit. it was made with a budget of rs. 1.5 crore.
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best actors of hindi cinema - wikipedia, the free encyclopedia *rajesh khanna was one of the greatest
actors of hindi cinema. he was awarded the padma shri, the third highest civilian honour in the

republic of india in 2005. he received the first rajshri lifetime achievement award by the rajasthan
state film awards, and was also conferred with the filmfare lifetime achievement award. the plot of
the movie is pretty standard. a rich man falls in love with an ordinary girl. his family wants him to

marry someone of his own standing. they try to convince him of the girl's frivolous ways and money
problems. however, he is convinced of her innocence. they finally give in and let them marry. the girl

is disenchanted with her past and starts to like her husband. her parents and the family of her
husband remain happy with the arrangement. the film ends with the newlyweds going on a

honeymoon in a remote area. this is the plot line that most indian films follow. this film was a huge
success at the box office. with the exception of the sound recording, the music and the songs, the

movie was ahead of its time in many other ways. for one, it was the first film to feature an item song
for a female star. it was written by stalwart bappi lahiri and sung by kishore kumar. it also marked
the debut of actress priya tendulkar. however, the film did not do well at the box office. it did not

have a big star cast and failed to generate interest. the songs remained catchy, but the film was too
long. raja hindustani was dharmesh darshans attempt to make a film with a fresh look. he wanted to

give the film a new outlook. one of the reasons that was cited for the failure of the film was the
movie was too long. another reason was the content of the movie was not suitable for children.
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